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I. Introduction

In the 21st century, Indonesia's young generations face various complex internal, as well as external problems that require exceptional skill and competence. Thus, the Indonesian education system should anticipate those problems through educational actions that produce reliable outcomes in facing 21st-century living.

Therefore, communication, collaboration, critical thinking, and creativity skills (4C) should be advanced. The advancement of those four skills is essential to realize the high competitiveness of the 2045 Golden Generation (Muhlisin & Kunci, 2017).

In the effort to develop those four skills, teachers, as educators, need to recognize every student’s competence. Consequently,
teachers have to understand self-assessment. Warner (Adnyana & PF, 2019) states that during the critical thinking phase, teachers have to evaluate the students’ fundamental thinking level. In other words, teachers have to assess if the students can think fundamentally, critically, and logically. Additionally, in the collaboration phase, they have to know students’ ability to collaborate with their peers in teamwork. In this phase, students are expected to establish social networks for their future careers. In the communication phase, teachers have to understand students’ ability to filter the information they gain through social media. This ability is critical due to the hoaxes that may disturb communication among students and their environment. The last, in the creativity phase, teachers have to measure students’ creativity in developing their competencies and skills using online media.

Currently, education should emphasize the high order thinking skills in facing the recent competitive learning process challenges. Teachers should no longer focus on lecturing or giving assignments in their learning. Educators, primarily lecturers, should better stimulate the students and create fun learning to accelerate students’ 21st skills.

Teachers’ performance and competencies carry the most significant responsibilities to reconstruct ignorance into awareness, dependency into independence, uncreative into creative, by various learning methods. That effort aims to generate knowledgeable learners capable of adapting and understanding new information through thinking, questioning, investigating, creating, and developing processes to solve their life problems.

Teachers play a critical role in learning as they become the primary mediator for the students’ success. The learning process affectivity emphasizes on the learning outcomes. That affectivity is affected by the learning approaches and methods used by teachers (Anggraeni, 2018).

In the Education Profession course, which is one of the compulsory courses for the English Education department’s students of Universitas Indraprasta PGRI; students are introduced to several fields of educational career. Students are expected to master the skills to be qualified teachers, as well as the educational problems, face by teachers.

As a consequence, the lecturer in this course has to implement creative and innovative learning. Creative teachers can use various teaching methods by their materials or themes (Anggraeni, 2018). There are different teaching methods; one of them is the mind mapping method.

According to Swadarma (Khsaniatun et al., 2014), mind mapping is an operative, attractive, effortless, and practical way to take notes by mapping our minds. Besides, Martin (Khsaniatun et al., 2014) mentions that mind mapping is the new essential innovation that provokes students to create meaningful learning in the classroom. It is equipped with concrete visual that helps students to organize information before they learn it.

In addition, according to Buzan (Astuti, T, 2019), mind mapping is a technique that uses every part of our brain through visual image and graphic infrastructure to create an impression. A research conducted by Made et al. (Mariyan et al., 2013) shows that mind mapping improves the creative thinking skill of tenth grader students’ in Darul Ulum Agung High school Malang. Other than that, creative thinking is also perceived as one of the processes of conceiving a new idea.

That idea is also supported by research conducted by Raswel and Firman (Setyarini, 2019) that found three things. There are different social science learning results and creativity between students’ who use mind mapping learning, and those who use conventional learning. Besides, they also find a significant positive contribution among the creativity and learning results of sixth-grader elementary school students in social science subjects.

Other than the implementation of mind mapping within the learning process, the use of humor also attracts college students’ attention. It provokes college students’ attention and readiness. In Indonesia, humor is famous as a feeling or symptom that mentally stimulates us to laugh. It can be a feeling or sense of humor, as well as a symptom or outcome from internal or external parts of our body (Musyafa, M, 2017). O’Connell (Musyafa, M, 2017) states that a sense of humor is the ability to precisely change the cognitive-perceptual on the framework of thinking. It can adjust someone’s perspective, to make something that is perceived to be negative into positive.
In education, humor can produce fun learning. Stospky (Musyafa, M. 2017) states that humor is the main component that forces students to think more critically. In agreement with that, Nilson (Musyafa, M, 2017), says that humor is one of the essential learning tools, due to its effectiveness in attracting someone’s attention to listen to the discussion, as well as, one of the reliable persuasive tools.

Humor can appear in the form of verbal, written, or picturized stories. The spoken story may take form in riddles, puzzles, satire, critics, and so forth, directly delivered to the audience (Musyafa, M, 2017).

Humor can also be applied in the learning media, as mentioned by (Angragreni & Pentury, 2018), there are various kinds of media, but visual aids are the appropriate media for learners, particularly young learners. The visual aids which commonly used for teaching English are pictures, really or real objects, drawings, or teacher-made drawings, charts, posters, cartoons, and flashcards (Anggraeni & Pentury, 2018). Thus, it can also be administered in the Educational Career course with some adjustments regarding the course.

Multimedia is commonly used as the learning media in various courses. The use of this learning media can be the alternative to answer students learning needs with different characteristics. As stated by Newby, Stepich, Lehman, & Russell (Hidayah et al., 2018), multimedia is a combination of various media. In other words, multimedia is the integration of several types of media, along with different technologies, to improve the learning process.

Based on the problems and the literature review mentioned above, the issues in this research is what type of practical learning methods that produce exceptional instructional communication to accelerate students’ 21st-century skills. Therefore, this research aims to create a fun learning for the Educational Career course to improve students’ 21st-century skills (communication, collaboration, critical thinking, and creativity) in this globalization era.

II. Method

This research is quasi-experiment research due to. The randomization process toward students who are grouped into particular classes interrupts the existing class order (Mariyan et al., 2013). The research method used in this research was descriptive qualitative with a sample taken from two Educational Career classes for English Education Department students of Universitas Indraprasta PGRI academic year of 2018/2019.

This qualitative research acted as a human instrument to determine the research focus, the informant as the source of data, data quality evaluation, data analysis, data interpretation, and concluding process for the findings (Sugiyono, P, 2017). The informant for the qualitative method was continuously developed (snowball) with aims (purposeful) until the saturated data was reached (redundancy). Consequently, the researcher is the critical instrument for collecting the data; thus, the researcher actively collected the data by herself (Gunawan, 2013). The tools utilized for the data collection in this research is an in-depth interview, observation, and documentation.

III. Results and Discussion

Based on the results of the learning process observation or investigation in the classroom, there were various activities done by students in the classroom. Since the semester credit hour for one Educational Career course is three or two and a half hours for every meeting, thus the implementation of mind mapping and humor in the classroom learning process was arranged as presented in Table 1.

The activity that was done by students usually started by watching motivational animation videos that had humor. The videos attracted students’ attention to be ready for the learning process. The video that inspires or motivates students’ are widely available in Youtube.com.

Other activities done by the students were creating a video (vlog) based on the materials and creating a mind map. Creating the video (vlog) helps students to collaborate with their peers. The use of mind mapping in the learning process, enforces their creativity, as well as enables them to create new ideas during the brainstorming and discussion session. Besides, mind mapping also creates open communication in the brainstorming and discussion groups. All of those activities were done to cultivate students’ creativity.
Teachers act as facilitator, mediator, advisor, and evaluator in the learning process. At the end of every meeting, teachers always delivered the conclusion of the materials students had learned.

Table 2 shows students’ average scores for the mid-term and final tests. Fig. 1, shows the students’ score improvement. Thus, the use of mind-mapping and humor as the learning method contributes to the students’ evaluation results.

IV. Conclusions

According to the data analysis and discussion, the use of humor in the Educational Career course effectively generated instructional communication as well as students’ attention and readiness to learn. It was exhibited by their enthusiasm and interest in the course. Thus, the learning process became pleasant and not boring, like when the lecturers use lecturing method.

Humor eradicates the psychological barriers that obstruct the learning process, such as shyness, fear, pressured, and so forth. This is in line with the finding of research conducted by (Kurniawan et al., 2018) that a learning media can accelerate students’ independence and learning results. That learning nuance is strongly acknowledged by the researcher, as mentioned by (Putro et al., 2017; Smith & DeCoster, 2000), They said, that teachers in successful classroom management strongly notice psychological and social skills.

In this research, the use of mind mapping was effective improving students’ 21st-century skills, in communication among students and lecturers, discussing group collaboration or cooperation students’ critical thinking skill in delivering their opinion, and also students’ creativity to use multimedia and create learning media (vlog). (Elmunyah et al., 2019; Tasiam et al., 2017) state that media with a 21st-century approach can improve students’ learning motivation and learning interest.

According to our conclusion, teachers and lecturers are expected to conduct pleasant learning processes that do not only focus on lecturing or giving assignments. Besides, the learning materials should also be upgraded to correspond to the current developments by offering the skills required in the 21st century.
With these 21st-century skills, students are expected to be prepared to face the competition in the globalization era.
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